
If the world is not enough… 

Come and live in Angoulême

The best destination in Europe
for animation heroes

2D3D Animations | 2Minutes | 3.0 Studio | Blue Spirit | Dargaud Media | 

Dynamotion | G4F | Gabi Production | Handidoo Films | Hiventy | Hurra ! 

Studios | I can fly | La Chouette Compagnie | Les Films du Poisson Rouge 

| Malil’Art | Miix Studio | Miyu Productions | Nayade | Normaal Stuudio | 

Once upon a toon | Piste Rouge | Prima Linea Productions | Sapin Sympa | 

Silex Animation | SolidAnim | Studio Hari | Superprod | Tigobo Animation | 

Toonkit | Toutenkartoon | Unique Animation | Xilam |

La Rochelle

Bordeaux

Fulfilling
Whether you come here alone or with your family, life in 

Charente is made up of a multitude of encounters. Partners 

can benefit from an accompanying course to help them 

integrate socially and professionally. As for children, they 

benefit from all the facilities necessary for their education, 

health and leisure. 

Until higher education, the educational offer in Angoulême is 

diversified and productive with real international excellence in 

the fields of the image.

This is why animation specialists and their families will find 

here a quality of life which combines professional, sporting, 

artistic and cultural emulation.

Life in the Charente, in Angoulême, within the Magelis 

ecosystem, much more than in the great European cities, is the 

key to personal fulfillment !
Keep in touch !
www.magelis.org        @poleimage.magelis          @magelisinfos
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LivingWorking Sharing
Angoulême is second only to Paris as a centre for the production 

of animated images in France. Around thirty studios are located 

there, and they work constantly with animation professionals 

from all over the world on their feature films, TV series and short 

films, from among the most prestigious and renowned.

All skills are in demand, in 2D animation, 3D, rigging, storyboard 

and so on for studios and companies that work on video games, 

virtual reality and more generally digital innovation.

Coming to work in Angoulême is the assurance of being 

constantly offered new missions and building your professional 

career. Moreover, many people settle there permanently, 

won over by the incomparable quality of life that they find in 

Charente !

For more than 40 years, Angoulême has been beating 

to the rhythm of cultural events linked to the image, in 

particular during the Festival International de la Bande 

Dessinée in winter and the Francophone Film Festival in 

summer, which attract artists from all over the world. You 

can also feel this passion at the Cité internationale de la 

bande dessinée et de l’image which organizes numerous 

exhibitions, as well as the walls painted with the heroes 

of our childhood round the corner of many streets, and 

every weekend when local residents have the choice of 

numerous film screenings, concerts, plays, exhibitions... 

With nearly 1,200 students on the Campus Image, 

more than 1,000 audiovisual professionals and 

around 300 comic book writers, life in Angoulême

is particularly creative and festive !

Angoulême offers all the advantages of a 

cosmopolitan city, bubbling culturally and artistically 

with the qualities of a magnificent medieval city, 

on a human scale and in the heart of a preserved 

environment.

Less than two hours from Paris and close to the sea and the most 

famous terroirs of France such as Saint Emilion, Cognac and the 

Dordogne, Angoulême is ideally located to enjoy the tourist 

attractions of the vast Nouvelle-Aquitaine region which extends 

along the Atlantic Ocean as far as the Pyrenees, with beaches 

stretching as far as the eye can see. Life is pleasant and facilitated 

by moderate rental prices. For animation professionals, living in 

Angoulême means immersing themselves in a city that carries 

their creations all over the world and fosters their creativity !
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